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(57) ABSTRACT

An adjustable diffractive light modulator is used to equalize
the power level of wavelength multiplexed signals in wave
length division multiplexing applications. An optical chan
nel transmits a multi-wavelength input signal through a
wavelength demultiplexer. The input signal comprises a
plurality of component signals defined according to a plu
rality of wavelengths. The de-multiplexer spatially separates
the multi-wavelength input signal into its respective plural
ity of component signals, which are transmitted through a
plurality of optical channels onto a plurality of controllable
diffractive light modulators. The diffractive light modulators
are advantageously comprised of grating light valves. Com
ponent signals are reflected off their respective diffractive
light modulators and collected in a plurality of optical
channels for re-transmission into a wavelength multiplexer.
The reflected signals are combined through a multiplexing
process and transmitted as an output beam. Control of the
diffractive light modulator is achieved by sensors measuring
the power level of signals passing through the plurality of
optical channels. The measured power levels of light are
converted to digital values which are input into an electronic
controller for processing. Control output signals from the
controller are used to independently control individual pix
els within the diffractive light modulator to equalize the
reflected light signals.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DYNAMIC
EQUALIZATION IN WAVELENGTH DIVISION

MULTIPLEXING

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority of the Pro
visional U.S. Patent Application No. 60/301,106 filed Jun.
25, 2001 and entitled "Grating Light Valve (GLV) Based
Channel Equalizer For D/WDM Applications." The Provi
sional U.S. Patent Application No. 60/301,106 filed Jun. 25,
2001 and entitled "Grating Light Valve (GLV) Based Chan
nel Equalizer For D/WDM Applications" is herein incorpo
rated by reference. The present application also claims
priority of the Provisional U.S. Patent Application No.
60/328,586 filed on Oct. 9,2001 and entitled "A GRATING
LIGHT VALVE (GLV) BASED DYNAMIC GAIN
EQUALIZER" The Provisional U.S. Patent Application No.
60/328,586 filed on Oct. 9,2001 and entitled "A GRATING
LIGHT VALVE (GLV) BASED DYNAMIC GAIN
EQUALIZER" is herein incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention relates to the field of signal
equalization within wavelength division multiplexed optical
transmission networks. More particularly, the present inven
tion relates to the use of diffractive light modulators for
signal equalization of component signals within wavelength
division multiplexed optical fiber networks.

[0004] 2. Background of the Invention

[0005] Increasingly, data transmitted through the telecom
munications network is shifting from an electrical data
transmission to optical data transmission. Design parameters
for fiber optical networks seek to create an architecture
which allows the highest number of bits per second in
transmission, while simultaneously reducing costs by devel
oping a system that affords the greatest distance between
repeaters, and maintaining system reliability where trans
mission errors are held to an acceptably low level. These
three operational characteristics are oftentimes adverse to
each other. Signal strength, that is, the power of the signal,
attenuates during transmission, and the greater the transmis
sion distance, the greater the attenuation. As signal strength
decreases, the signal to noise ratio decreases. The bit error
rate increases exponentially as the signal to noise ratio
decreases. The need for repeaters is therefore governed
largely because of line loss or attenuation of an optical signal
through an optical medium. At some critical point in attenu
ation, a signal under transmission will become be too weak
to reproduce reliably, and the bit error rate will climb to
unacceptable levels. Accordingly, a lower threshold for
signal strength is established as a system parameter of an
optical network to ensure system reliability. To operate
within such a parameter, the system must be designed to
prevent a signal from falling below the lower threshold.
Typically, signal attenuation is measured in dB per km.
Accordingly, repeaters must be spaced close enough
together that a signal has not attenuated below the lower
threshold by the time it reaches the next repeater, at which
point it is either amplified, or processed in some other
manner for re-transmission. Because it is economically
dis-advantageous to have repeaters spaced more closely
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together than necessary, repeaters are typically placed near
the maximum distance at which a signal can be reliably
received and processed for accurate reconstruction.

[0006] In endeavoring to maximize the distance between
repeaters, an increase in the power of a signal will therefore
increase the distance that a signal may reliably travel before
falling below the lower threshold. It is easily understood,
however, that there is an upper limit of allowable power
when transmitting a signal across an optical network. Above
that upper limit, an increase in signal strength is at best
superfluous, and at worst, maintenance intensive, economi
cally prohibitive or even deleterious to the integrity of the
optical network. The upper threshold of signal transmission
power is therefore another operational parameter for a fiber
optical network.

[0007] Analog and digital communication have long used
frequency/wavelength multiplexing as one means of achiev
ing greater bandwidth. Through multiplexing, discrete sig
nals defined by distinct wavelengths are transmitted across
the same medium. Each discrete signal is typically assigned
to carry specific information. Signal attenuation within a
fiber network, however, is oftentimes frequency or wave
length dependent. Accordingly, the rate of attenuation, com
monly measured in dB/km can vary among different wave
lengths within a fixed optical spectrum. Consequently, the
wavelength distinguished by the highest rate of attenuation
will typically govern fundamental network parameters such
as the maximum distance between repeaters. One result of
differing rates of attenuation, therefore, is that different
wavelengths transmitted at a same power will be at different
power levels upon reaching a repeater or other processing
station. In addition, the routing and switching of signals
within a metropolitan network has the capacity to combine
signals of disparate power levels. Moreover, there is uneven
ness in the multiplexing and demultiplexing components,
unequal gain over different wavelengths in erbium doped
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), unequal laser launch power for the
different channels, etc. All of these features exacerbate the
uneven power levels of different wavelengths during the
transmission, re-transmission, routing and processing of an
optical signal.

[0008] FIG. 1 illustrates a spectrum made up of many
discrete wavelengths, from a first wavelength 11.1 up to an n'h

wavelength An' which form component signals within a
collective wavelength multiplexed signal within an optical
medium. The Y-axis represents signal power, and the X-axis
represents a spectrum of wavelengths. It is commonly under
stood by those skilled in the art that wavelength and fre
quency are inversely proportional. These terms may there
fore be used interchangeably throughout to distinguish
component signals. Moving along the X-axis is therefore
equally understood to represent a spectrum of frequencies.
The lower signal threshold 124 is the lowest signal power
level to which a signal may attenuate and remain reliably
processable according to system requirements. The "satura
tion threshold"120 is the maximum allowable signal power
of the network for anyone wavelength. Between these two
levels, a reference power level 122 is illustrated throughout
FIGS. 1, 2 and 4 for comparative purposes only. For
illustrative purposes, it is assumed that all of the component
wavelengths or frequencies depicted in FIG. 1 began at
equal signal strength, and have attenuated to the levels seen
in FIG. 1 during launch, transmission, routing or other
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processing within a fiber optical network. As seen in FIG. 1,
the signals can be at different strengths. The third wave
length A3 is seen to be quite robust, remaining above the
reference level 122. Contrariwise, the fourth wavelength A4

is seen to have attenuated to a signal strength substantially
below the reference level 122.

[0009] FIGS. 2 and 3 show the signals of FIG. 1 after
each component wavelength has been uniformly amplified.
Because the third wavelength A3 was the strongest signal
prior to amplification, it remains the strongest signal after
amplification. Plotting uniformly amplified signals, the rela
tionship in signal strength is therefore unchanged from the
pre-amplification relationship of FIG. 1, provided all of the
component signals remain below the saturation threshold.
FIG. 2 shows all component signals within the upper limit
of the network parameters, with the strongest signal, the
third wavelength, A3 , at the upper limit. As noted however,
the other discrete wavelengths fall far below the upper
threshold. Because it was earlier determined that the fourth
wavelength A4 was subject to the greatest attenuation during
transmission, future transmission subsequent FIG. 2 is lim
ited by the fourth wavelength A4 , which is both the weakest
signal, and subject to the greatest attenuation. Failure to
amplify the fourth wavelength A4 to the maximum allowable
signal strength 120 will result in attenuation of A4 to the
lower threshold 124 in a substantially shorter transmission
distance than if it had begun at the upper threshold 120.
Alternatively, FIG. 3 shows the fourth A4 , which is the
weakest component wavelength in the figure, amplified to
the upper threshold 120. The problem with this approach,
however, becomes clear when an examination is made of the
other component signals in FIG. 3. By amplifying the
weakest signal up to the upper threshold 120 of the network,
in a uniform amplification process, all other signals, A1 , A2 ,

A3 , An are amplified above the upper threshold 120 of the
optical network.

[0010] To optimize network performance therefore, a first
step in the processing of a wavelength multiplexed signal is
channel equalization of component signals A1 , ... , An' FIG.
4 illustrates component signals in a wavelength multiplexed
signal which have been both equalized, and amplified to the
upper threshold 120 of the network parameters. Unless the
weakest component signals A1 , . . . , An is below the
allowable threshold for maintaining an acceptable signal to
noise ratio, the first step of the equalization process is to
reduce the signal strength of each component wavelengths
component signals A1 , ... , An to the level of the lowest
power of any of the signals present. Alternatively, the
component signals may be reduced to a common predeter
mined power level. The second step in the equalization
process is to uniformly amplify the equalized component
signals A1 , . . . , An to a predetermined power level,
preferably the maximum recommended power level 120
(FIG. 4) of a network. By this process of equalization and
amplification, all wavelengths within a signal can be equally
amplified to the maximum power allowable on a fiber
network, thereby maximizing the signal to noise ratio and
minimizing the bit error rate.

[0011] Initially, optical signal equalization was performed
electrically by converting component optical signals into
electrical signals, amplifying the component signals and
converting the signals back into optical signals. The process,
often known as regeneration, typically included a variety of
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drawbacks. The process required an optical receiver, an
electrical amplifier, and an optical transmitter. Moreover, the
repeaters or regenerators were typically monochromatic,
requiring a different set of components for each wavelength
or channel. Accordingly, the process was complex and
expensive to maintain. As a result, systems have increas
ingly looked to optical equalization in wavelength division
multiplexing systems. Methods of optically equalizing and
amplifying signals have included static equalization and
dynamic equalization. The use of an erbium doped fiber
amplifiers ("EDFAs") combined with a dielectric filter,
whose transmission is, for example, the spectral inverse of
the gain spectrum of an erbium doped fiber amplifier
("EDFA"), can function as a static equalizer. The EDFA and
filter taken together then work to produce a fiat, equal output
spectrum. However, such an approach is largely incapable of
dynamic equalization, that is, equalizing the spectrum under
changing conditions. The spectral variation of gain for an
EDFA can be 2-3 dB or, at the extreme spectral edges of the
amplifier, as large as 15 dB. Furthermore, the gain curve of
an EDFA changes dynamically as the input power levels on
the individual wavelength channels change. Such dynamic
deviations in the EDFA gain curve cannot be corrected with
a dielectric filter. However, equalization is highly desirable
if the signal to noise ratio ("SNR") values are also to be
maximized for all channels in a WDM system.

[0012] Because of the limitations of static equalization,
engineers have sought to develop a reliable dynamic means
of equalization. A dynamic equalizer would allow a more
complete use of EDFA gain with a consequent reduction in
the number of EDFAs in a given transmission distance. A
variety of dynamic equalization techniques have also been
advanced within the prior art, which seek to equalize com
ponent signals in a WDM system. All rely on some spectral
mux/demux component, followed by an electronically-con
trollable variable optical attenuator ("VOA") which can
operate on the de-multiplexed channels (or possibly a band
of channels).

[0013] Mach-Zehnder interferometers, which have been
well-established as effective high-speed amplitude modula
tors, can be used as high-resolution VOA's. The Mach
Zehnder thermo-optic filter functions as a temperature
controlled waveguide interferometer. An optical path length
may be further controlled by changing the temperature of the
refractive material in the path. The amplitude of two differ
ent channels or wavelengths entering a directional coupler
are split equally among separate paths. The path length is
thereby controlled. The beams are recombined at a second
direction coupler with two different outputs. Each output
typically supports only one of the wavelengths under certain
constructive phase conditions. Accordingly, different wave
lengths can be tuned through optical path differences by
controlling the temperature of the refractive material. How
ever, Thermo-optical apparatus typically dissipate consider
able amounts of heat into the substrate and are inherently
slow.

[0014] Another means for dynamic equalization being
explored is through the use of semiconductor optical ampli
fiers (SOAs). SOAs create a gain medium through popula
tion inversion by electrically pumping a semiconductor, for
example, indium gallium arsenide phosphide (InGaAsP).
The weaker input WDM signals optically seed the gain
medium and are amplified through stimulated emission.
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However, although the spectral bandwidth that can be
addressed by SOAs is fairly large, SOAs have a low
signal-to-noise ratio, suffer from significant channel cross
talk, and are polarization sensitive, typically requiring polar
izing-preserving fibers for transmission.

[0015] Raman amplifiers have also been used for dynamic
optical equalization. Raman amplifiers use a lower-wave
length pump laser to excite the atoms in nondoped fibers to
higher energy states. The amplification created by this
process is not linear, but rather, the weaker WDM signals
have a greater effect of stimulating atoms in higher energy
states to emit photons at longer wavelength commensurate
with the WDM signals. This non-linearity can be exploited
to dynamically equalize component WDM signals of vary
ing power levels. The stimulated light mixes with the WDM
signal, resulting in optical amplification. The spectral band
width over which Raman amplifiers operate is fairly wide.
However, Raman amplifiers suffer from their own limita
tions and drawbacks. For example, Raman amplifiers require
very long fibers and high-powered pump lasers. Other
approaches include acousto-optic tunable filters ("AOTFs"),
which have been employed as spectroscopic attenuators for
years.

[0016] A more recent technology used in dynamic equal
ization of WDM signals has been electronically switchable
Bragg gratings (ESBGs). ESBGs can be created through
holographic polymer-dispersed liquid-crystal technology
(HPDLC), which embeds phase-volume holograms in poly
mer substrates through a process that allows direct control of
the diffractive bandwidth and central wavelength. The liq
uid-crystal droplets comprising the ESBG are therefore
placed on a waveguide. The components are made by
creating a row of ESBGs, wherein each ESBG is devoted to
a predetermined wavelength. The ESBGs are formed of a
mixture of liquid crystal and polymer, which exhibit Bragg
Gratings, or a series of stripes of different refractive index,
disposed within them to reflect back specific wavelengths.
An interference pattern is formed by exposing the polymer
and liquid crystal mixture to ultraviolet light from intersect
ing laser beams. Liquid crystal (LC) droplets are formed as
the liquid crystal diffuses to areas of high light intensity.
When a voltage is applied to this arrangement, the refractive
index of the LC droplets is reduced, thereby collapsing the
grating effect and allowing all light to pass through. When
no voltage is applied, the grating diffracts light at a specific
wavelength of the waveguide. Accordingly, by applying an
appropriate voltage, the LC droplets form an evanescently
coupled grating which can couple light out of the waveguide
to a varying level, depending on the coupling-strength of the
grating.

[0017] In processing a WDM signal, however, it is gen
erally advantageous to process component wavelengths in
parallel rather than serial processes. In parallel processing of
component wavelengths, all wavelengths are processed
simultaneously, so there is no cumulative signal attenuation
or degradation. In serial processing of the component wave
lengths in a WDM signal, those wavelengths that are not
processed first may be subject to cumulative attenuation or
degradation imposed in the successive processing steps.
According to such a serial process, if four wavelengths are
being equalized, the first wavelength is processed at the first
serial station, and the second, third and fourth wavelengths
are subjected to any attenuation, scattering, filtering, refrac-
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tion or other degradation imposed by the first station. When
the second wavelength is processed by the second station,
the third and fourth wavelengths are subject to any degra
dation imposed by the second station. When the third
wavelength is processed at a third station, the fourth wave
length is again unnecessarily degraded by the interaction at
the third station. Accordingly, if serial WDM imposes any
degradation whatsoever upon wavelengths awaiting pro
cessing, the later processed signals will degrade exponen
tially according to the number of serial processing steps or
stations, thereby limiting the scalability of such a technique,
and placing an upper limit on the number of wavelengths
that may be processed.

[0018] Preliminary considerations suggest that a WDM
signal being processed through a liquid crystal ESBG advan
tageously directs the WDM signal through a succession of
liquid crystal devices in a serial application, each device
dedicated to a single wavelength. According to this model,
a WDM signal being serially processed by liquid crystal
ESBGs will cascade through a series of liquid crystal device,
thereby limiting the scalability or the total number of
channels which may be processed in this manner. Although
studies continue to advance on the functionality and appli
cation of ESBG technology, its applications, and limitations,
both commercial and technological, remain largely unex
plored.

[0019] There exists therefore a need for a method and
apparatus of equalizing an optical signal without converting
the optical signal to an electrical signal and back to an
optical signal. There is also a need for a method and
apparatus which can dynamically equalize an optical signal
as the power levels on the individual wavelength channels
change, thereby responding to dynamic deviations in a
EDFA gain curve. There further exists a need for a method
and apparatus for dynamically equalizing optical signals that
is very fast, has low insertion loss, does not require the use
of very long fibers and high-powered pump lasers, that
exhibits a low signal-to-noise ratio, does not suffer from
significant channel cross-talk, and is not highly polarization
sensitive such that it requires polarizing-preserving fibers for
transmission, and is premised on economically viable and
commercially proven technology which is demonstrated to
avoid the limitations of serial processing of light waves.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0020] The present invention discloses a method and appa
ratus for equalizing the power levels of component wave
lengths within a wavelength multiplexed signal, without the
need of converting the optical signal to an electrical signal
and back to an optical signal. The present invention further
discloses a method and apparatus which can dynamically
equalize an optical signal as the power levels on the indi
vidual wavelength channels change, thereby responding to
dynamic deviations in a EDFA gain curve. The present
invention further discloses a method and apparatus for
dynamically equalizing optical signals that is very fast, does
not dissipate substantial heat to the substrate, does not
require the use of very long fibers and high-powered pump
lasers, that exhibits a low signal-to-noise ratio, does not
suffer from significant channel cross-talk, and is not highly
polarization sensitive such that it requires polarizing-pre
serving fibers for transmission. The present invention further
discloses a method and apparatus for dynamically equalizing
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a WDM signal that is premised on economically viable and
commercially proven technology which is demonstrated to
avoid the limitations of serial processing of light waves.
These and other advantages will become apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art after having read the following
detailed description of the preferred embodiments which are
illustrated in the various drawings and figures.

[0021] According to one embodiment of the present inven
tion, an apparatus for adjusting power levels of component
signals of a wavelength division multiplexed signal includ
ing a first wavelength signal and a second wavelength signal,
comprises a diffractive light modulator with a first pixel
configured to receive the first wavelength signal and a
second pixel configured to receive the second wavelength
signal. The first pixel directs at least a portion of the first
wavelength signal into a first mode, whereby a first post
modulator wavelength signal is formed, a portion of the first
post-modulator wavelength signal being collected in a first
optical output channel to form a first collected signal. The
second pixel partially directs the second wavelength signal
into the first mode and partially directs the second wave
length signal into a second mode, whereby a portion of a
second post-modulator wavelength signal is collected in a
second optical output channel to form a second collected
signal. A power level of the second collected signal is
attenuated relative to a power level of the second wave
length signal.

[0022] The apparatus advantageously comprises a demul
tiplexer configured to de-multiplex the wavelength division
multiplexed signal into component signals including the first
wavelength signal and the second wavelength signal, and a
multiplexer configured to multiplex a plurality of collected
signals into an output signal, the plurality of collected
signals including the first collected signal and the second
collected signal. The apparatus is configured such that the
power level of the first collected signal is approximately
equal to the power level of the second collected signal. The
apparatus advantageously comprises a first light sensor for
determining a power level of the first collected signal and a
second light sensor for determining the power level of the
second collected signal. A controller is electrically coupled
to the first light sensor, the second light sensor, and the
diffractive light modulator. As the first and second light
sensors detect changes in the first and second wavelength
powers, the controller dynamically modulates the first and
second pixels of the diffractive light modulator to maintain
a desired level of attenuation, maintaining a predetermined
ratio between the power level of the first collected signal and
the power level of the second collected signal. According to
one embodiment, the first wavelength signal passes through
the first lens before coupling with the first pixel, and the
second wavelength signal passes through the second lens
before coupling with the second pixel. The diffractive light
modulator advantageously comprises a grating light valve.

[0023] A method of adjusting a power level of component
wavelength signals of a wavelength division multiplexed
signal comprises the steps of de-multiplexing an input signal
into component wavelength signals including first and sec
ond wavelength signals, illuminating first and second pixels
of a diffractive light modulator with the first and second
wavelength signals, respectively forming first and second
post modulator signals, modulating the first pixel such that
a portion of the first post-modulator signal is directed into a
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first optical channel, thereby forming a first collected signal,
wherein a portion of the first post-modulator signal is
directed away from the optical channel, thereby forming a
first rejected signal. A reference power level is established,
wherein the first collected signal is modulated to conform to
the reference power level. The modulating is achieved by
modulating of the first pixel through a controller. According
to one embodiment, the step of establishing a reference
power level comprises the steps of determining a plurality of
power levels respectively associated with the plurality of
collected signals, and selecting a reference power level from
among the plurality of power levels. According to an alter
native embodiment, the reference power level is predeter
mined.

[0024] A channel equalizer for a wavelength division
multiplexing system comprises an optical input for trans
mitting an input signal, the input signal comprising a first
plurality of component input signals defined according to a
first plurality of wavelengths. The optical input is opera
tively coupled to a demultiplexer which is configured to
separate the input signal into the first plurality of component
input signals including a first component input signal
defined according to a first wavelength. A diffractive light
modulator comprises a plurality of pixels including a first
pixel. A plurality of input channels respectively channel the
plurality of component input signals from the demultiplexer
to the respective plurality of pixels, including a first input
channel configured to receive the first component input
signal and channel it toward the first pixel of the diffractive
light modulator. A plurality of reflected signals are formed
by the plurality of component input signals interacting with
their respective pixels. The plurality of reflected signals are
directed toward a plurality of output channels, including a
first reflected signal reflected toward a first output channel.
The first output channel is configured to receive a portion of
the first reflected signal, the portion ranging from zero to one
hundred percent, thereby forming a first collected signal.
The first pixel is configured to controllably modulate the
portion of the first signal received by the first output channel.
A multiplexer is operatively coupled to the plurality of
output channels. The multiplexer is configured to receive a
plurality of collected signals including the first collected
signal, the multiplexer being further configured to combine
the plurality of collected signals into an output signal. The
channel equalizer is advantageously coupled to a plurality of
light sensors for measuring the power level of a plurality of
signals, including a first light sensor for measuring the
power level of a first component wavelength. According to
one embodiment, the first light sensor is coupled to the first
input channel for measuring the power level of the first
collected signal. According to this embodiment, the first
light sensor may measure the power level of the wavelength
of light prior to being multiplexed into a single stream, or
may measure the power level of the first component wave
length after a plurality of components have been multiplexed
into an output stream, wherein a portion of the output signal
is diverted, demodulated into its component wavelengths for
measuring by a plurality of light sensors. Alternative
embodiments are envisioned, however, wherein the first
light sensor measures the power level of light thrown away
from the first output channel as a result of the diffractive
light modulator prior to entering an output channel. Still
another embodiment is envisioned wherein the first light
sensor measures the power level of the first component
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wavelength prior to striking the diffraction light modulator.
The diffractive light modulator is preferably a grating light
valve.

[0025] A method of selectively equalizing respective
power levels of a plurality of component signals defined by
a plurality of wavelengths comprises the steps of directing
the plurality of component signals onto a respective plurality
of pixels of a diffractive light modulator, wherein a first
component signal is directed onto a first pixel, and wherein
a plurality of signals resulting from an interaction of the
plurality of component signals with the plurality of pixels
are defined as a plurality of reflected signals, including a first
reflected signal resulting from the first component signal
interacting with the first pixel, controlling the first pixel by
a controller to affect an amount of diffraction created within
the first reflected signal, and collecting a portion of the
plurality of reflected signals in a respective plurality of
optical output channels, thereby forming a plurality of
collected signals, including a first collected signal compris
ing a portion of the first reflected signal entering a first
optical output channel. The method advantageously com
prises the step of measuring a portion of the first reflected
signal to determine a power level of the collected portion of
the first reflected signal. According to one embodiment, the
measured portion of the first reflected signal comprises the
collected portion of the first reflected signal. According to an
alternative embodiment, the measured portion of the first
reflected signal comprises an uncollected portion of the first
reflected signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL VIEWS OF
THE DRAWINGS

[0026] FIG. 1 graphically illustrates a wavelength multi
plexed signal with component wavelengths at different
power levels as a result of attenuation during transmission.

[0027] FIG. 2 graphically illustrates the signal of FIG. 1
after the component wavelengths have been uniformly
amplified, wherein the strongest signal has been amplified to
the saturation threshold.

[0028] FIG. 3 graphically illustrates the signal of FIG. 1
after the component wavelengths have been uniformly
amplified, wherein the weakest signal has been amplified to
the saturation threshold.

[0029] FIG. 4 graphically illustrates the signal of FIG. 1
after the component wavelengths have been equalized to the
same power.

[0030] FIG. 5 illustrates an overview of a demultiplexing,
equalizing and multiplexing apparatus according to the
present invention.

[0031] FIG. 6 illustrates a first embodiment of a static
grating multiplexer/demultiplexer.

[0032] FIG. 7 illustrates an alternative embodiment of a
static grating multiplexer/demultiplexer.

[0033] FIG. 8 illustrates a lens embodiment of a diffrac
tion channel-based equalizer according to the present inven
tion.

[0034] FIG. 9 illustrates a lensless embodiment of a
diffraction channel-based equalizer according to the present
invention.
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[0035] FIG. 10 illustrates a grating light valve for use as
a diffractive light modulator in conjunction with the present
invention.

[0036] FIG. 11 illustrates a cut-away side view along
cut-line A of the grating light valve of FIG. 10 in a
non-diffracting state.

[0037] FIG. 12 illustrates a cut-away side view along
cut-line A of a grating light valve of FIG. 10 in a diffracting
state.

[0038] FIG. 13 illustrates an alternative embodiment of a
GLV in a non-diffractive state.

[0039] FIG. 14 illustrates an alternative embodiment of a
GLV in a diffractive state.

[0040] FIG. 15 illustrates a step embodiment of a grating
light valve for use in conjunction with the present invention.

[0041] FIG. 16 illustrates a center well embodiment of a
grating light valve for use in conjunction with the present
invention.

[0042] FIG. 17 illustrates a fine grating embodiment of a
grating light valve for use in conjunction with the present
invention.

[0043] FIG. 18A graphically illustrates the power distri
bution of incident and reflected beams according to a step
embodiment of a grating light valve in a non-diffracted state.

[0044] FIG. 18B graphically illustrates the power distri
bution of incident and reflected beams according to a step
embodiment of a grating light valve in a diffracted state.

[0045] FIG. 19A graphically illustrates the power distri
bution of incident and reflected beams according to a center
well embodiment of a grating light valve in a non-diffracted
state.

[0046] FIG. 19B graphically illustrates power distribution
of incident and reflected beams according to a center well
embodiment of a grating light valve in a diffracted state.

[0047] FIG. 20 graphically illustrates an over-modulated
signal in the center well embodiment.

[0048] FIG. 21 graphically illustrates optimal maximum
diffraction in the center well embodiment.

[0049] FIG. 22 graphically illustrates the power distribu
tion of incident and reflected beams according to a fine
grating embodiment of a grating light valve in a non
diffracted state.

[0050] FIG. 23 graphically illustrates power distribution
of incident and reflected beams according to a fine grating
embodiment of a grating light valve in a diffracted state.

[0051] FIG. 24 illustrates continuous-spectrum graphs of
WDM signals before and after equalization.

[0052] FIG. 25 graphically illustrates discrete WDM com
ponent signals before equalization.

[0053] FIG. 26 graphically illustrates discrete WDM com
ponent signals after equalization.

[0054] FIG. 27 illustrates a polarization diversity embodi
ment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF IRE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0055] U.S. Pat. No. 5,311,360 entitled "METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR MODULATING A LIGHT BEAM" and
U.S. Pat. No. 5,841,579 entitled "FLAT DIFFRACTION
GRATING LIGHT VALVE to Bloom et al. and U.S. Pat. No.
5,661,592 entitled "METHOD OF MAKING AN APPARA
TUS FOR A FLAT DIFFRACTION GRATING LIGHT
VALVE" to Bornstein et aI., are herein incorporated by
reference.

[0056] Reference will now be made in detail to the pre
ferred embodiments of the invention, examples of which are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. While the inven
tion will be described in conjunction with the preferred
embodiments, it will be understood that they are not
intended to limit the invention to these embodiments. On the
contrary, the invention is intended to cover alternatives,
modifications and equivalents, which may be included
within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the
appended claims. Reference will be made to a grating light
valve comprising at least one pixel, and more preferably, a
plurality of pixels, each pixel comprising a plurality of
elongated ribbons, at least one of which is a movable
elongated ribbon. Although the attached figures used to
illustrate the present invention depict a fixed row of elon
gated ribbons nearer an optical channel and a movable row
of elongated ribbons farther away from an optical channel,
it is understood that either row of elongated ribbons could be
constructed nearest the optical channel. It is further under
stood that embodiments are envisioned wherein both rows of
elongated ribbons are movable. Accordingly, such details are
not intended to limit the present invention, but to improve
the clarity of the disclosure by utilizing specific examples
which will be more readily understood by those skilled in the
art.

[0057] It should further be born in mind that terms like
"equalize" and "equalization" as used with respect to the
present invention are to be broadly interpreted with respect
to regulating the power levels of component light signals to
any pre-determined level of relative power levels. Accord
ingly, the term "equalize" as used herein is not to be limited
to anyone particular curve or ratio, but simply constitutes a
regulation or normalization of signal power against any
pre-determined curve or ratio of power levels at different
frequencies. Finally, recitation is made herein to common
industry components such as bi-directional wavelength mul
tiplexer/demultiplexer. Those skilled in the art will under
stand that a single bi-directional unit could easily be
replaced by separate individual multiplexing and de-multi
plexing units. It is understood that substitutions of such
equivalent structures of this and other components recited
within the disclosure of the present invention are within the
intended scope of the present invention. Accordingly,
although this detailed description of the present invention
includes numerous specific details which are set forth to
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention,
it will be readily apparent to one of ordinary skill in the prior
art that the present invention may be practiced without these
specific details. Minor variations of the disclosed invention
will immediately become apparent to those skilled in the art.
In other instances, numerous details which are commonly
known and understood by those skilled in the art have not
been recited within the present disclosure so as not to
unnecessarily obscure aspects of the present invention.
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Accordingly, the figures and detailed description recited
herein are not intended to limit the present invention, but are
merely intended to illustrate a particular implementation of
the present invention, and to enable those skilled in the art
to utilize the principles of the invention set forth herein.

[0058] FIG. 5 illustrates the basic components of the
present invention. An input signal SI enters a demultiplexer
202, which separates the input signal SI into a plurality of
component signals input 11.1 , , An' The plurality of
component input signals 11.1 , , An are regulated by a
diffraction light modulator 204 to produce a plurality of
component output signals 11.1 ', , An'. The plurality of
component output signals 11.1 ', , An' are channeled into a
multiplexer 206, producing an output signal S2 at the output
of the multiplexer 206. The multiplexer 206 and demulti
plexer 202 may employ any of a wide variety of multiplex
ing or demultiplexing schemes known in the art, including
but not limited to prism, and array waveguide grating
(AWG), and static diffraction grating, depending on the
spectral resolution, as well as the quality of the eventual
equalization required.

[0059] FIG. 6 illustrates the use of static grating used for
multiplexing and demultiplexing. A wavelength multiplexed
input signal Sl from the launch fiber 216 is discharged from
a launch fiber 216 and passed through a collimation lens Ll ,
which directs the wavelength multiplexed input signal Sl
through a static grating bi-directional multiplexer/demulti
plexer 210. A transmission phenomena known as polariza
tion dependent loss ("PDL"), however, takes place in the
course of signal transmission. The grating type multiplexer
diffracts a portion of the incoming light into a first order
diffractive state, generally in a polarization dependent man
ner. This variation in polarization causes light signals of
equal strength to appear to be at vastly different intensity
levels. Accordingly, it is not only important that the signals
are equalized in their strength, but also, that they appear
equal to sensing equipment.

[0060] Wave plates are devices known to those skilled in
the art which exhibit a different index of refraction depen
dent upon on the polarization of the light passing through the
wave plate. Because light travels more slowly through a
substance displaying a greater index of refraction, light
beams exhibiting different polarization as a result of the PDL
will "see" a different index of refraction when passing
through the wave plate. By traveling at different speeds, one
signal will come out slightly ahead or behind another signal
that entered at the same time. Through use of a quarter
wave-plate 215, a signal offset of Y4 wavelength is affected
between two orthogonal polarization states. Two passes in
opposite directions through the quarter-wave plate affects a
90° polarization rotation of any arbitrary polarization state.
According to the preferred embodiment, the de-multiplexed
light passes from the static grating 210 through the quarter
wave-plate 215, and is then focused by an imaging lens L2

onto a diffraction light modulator 212 such as a grating light
valve (GLV). The reflected light experiences diffraction as a
result of its interaction with the diffraction light modulator
212. A benefit of the diffraction is that a certain amount of
light is "thrown away" from the central path, which is the
very means by which the present invention controls the
amount of light re-entering the fiber launch channel 216.
However, the diffraction resulting from the diffraction light
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modulator 212 is again polarization dependent, which will
result in polarization dependent loss. By re-tracing the same
path after interaction with the diffraction light modulator
212, through the transform lens L2 , and then passing through
the quarter wave-plate 215, and again through the static
grating 210, the quarter wave plate compensates for the PDL
created by the static grating. The embodiment in FIG. 6
assumes that the PDL of the grating light valve is zero dB.
However, in embodiments wherein the PDL induced by the
grating light valve is proportionally significant, the quarter
wave plate embodiment of FIG. 6 will not be sufficient to
eliminate all PDL. According to the illustration of FIG. 6,
therefore, the polarization of all light beams is rotated by 90°
between incident and return paths, thus mitigating any
polarization dependent loss induced by the static grating. As
a consequence, the actual power or strength of the beam of
light re-entering the fiber channel 216, and directed by the
circulator to the output fiber 219, is measured more accu
rately, thereby allowing more accurate channel based equal
ization. The output signal 52 is focused through the colli
mation lens L1 back into the fiber channel 216. According to
the multiplexer/de-multiplexer embodied in FIG. 6, the
equalized light traverses back through the original path of
the incoming signal, and returns through the original colli
mation lens L1 , thus permitting the use of the quarter-wave
plate to mitigate polarization dependent effects in the mod
ule. As seen in FIG. 6, by using a single fiber 216 for the
launch of incoming beam 51 and the collection of output
beam 52' a circulator 217 is required. The circulator 217
receives the input beam from an incoming channel 218 and
directs the output beam through a separate output channel
219.

[0061] In an alternative embodiment, FIG. 7 illustrates a
static grating multiplexer/demultiplexer with separate colli
mation lenses L1, ~ for the input beam 51 and the output
beam 52 respectively. The separate paths are achieved by an
angular offset of the input beam 51 with the diffraction light
modulator 212, resulting in a different return path for the
output signal 52' According to the multiplexer/de-multi
plexer embodied in FIG. 7, the input signal 51 is discharged
from a fiber channel 213 and directed through the collima
tion lens L1 , from where it passes through a static grating
de-multiplexer 210. The demultiplexed signal passes
through a quarter wave-plate 215 and is focused by imaging
lens L2 onto a diffraction light modulator 212. The modu
lated beam is reflected back to imaging lens L2 , from which
it is again focused through the quarter wave-plate and
through the static grating multiplexer/de-multiplexer 210,
where the separate signals are re-multiplexed. From there,
the outgoing signal 52 signal is refocused by collimation lens
L3 for projection into a fiber channel 214. An equivalent
embodiment is illustrated in the dotted circle, wherein the
incoming signal 51 does not pass through a quarter wave
plate, but the output beam 52 passes through a half wave
plate 216. Those skilled in the art will understand that double
passage through a quarter wave plate 215 as illustrated in the
upper dotted circle has an identical effect as a single pass
through a half wave plate 216, as illustrated in the lower
offset circle. As with FIG. 6, the quarter wave plate embodi
ment of FIG. 7 compensates only for the PDL induced by
the static grating, and is not as useful for those embodiments
wherein the PDL of the grating light valve is significant.

[0062] FIG. 27 illustrates a polarization diversity embodi
ment 220 of the present invention. The polarization diversity
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embodiment 220 comprises a circulator 222, a collimator
224, a polarizing beam splitter 226, a prism 228, a half wave
plate 230, a static diffraction grating 232, a transform lens
234, and a grating light valve 236. According to the polar
ization diversity embodiment 220, a wavelength multiplexed
input signal 51 enters the circulator 222, exits an optical fiber
223 of the circulator 222, is collimated by the collimator
224, and is split into first and second signals, 52 and 53' by
the polarizing beam splitter 226. The polarizing beam split
ter 226 directs the first signal 52 having a first vertical
polarization 238 along a first path 240. The polarizing beam
splitter 226 directs the second signal 53 having a horizontal
polarization 242 along a second path 244. The prism 228
reflects the second signal 53 and the half wave plate 230
rotates the polarization of the second signal 53 by 90° into
a second vertical polarization 246. The static diffraction
grating 232 demultiplexes the first and second signals, 52
and 53' forming first and second demultiplexed signals, 52'
and 53" each of which comprises a plurality of wavelength
signals. The transform lens 234 focuses the plurality of
wavelength signals onto the grating light valve 236, which
equalizes power levels of the plurality of wavelength signals
forming first and second equalized demultiplexed signals,
52" and 53". The grating light valve 236 directs the first and
second equalized demultiplexed signals, 5/ and 53'"
through the transform lens 234, and multiplexed by the
diffraction grating element 232 along the second and first
paths, 244 and 240, respectively, forming first and second
equalized signals, 52* and 53*. The first and second equal
ized signals, 52* and 53*, are combined by the half wave
plate 230, the prism 228, and the polarizing beam splitter
226 to form an output signal 54' The output signal 54 couples
to the circulator 222 via the collimator 224 and the optical
fiber 223. The output signal 54 then exits a circulator output
248.

[0063] An advantage of the polarization diversity embodi
ment of FIG. 27 incorporating a half wave plate 232 and
polarizing beam splitter 226 is the ability to reduce or
eliminate polarization dependent loss PDL from a diversity
of sources. As discussed above, the quarter wave plate
embodiments of FIGS. 6 and 7 are not advantageously
configured to correct for PDL induced by the grating light
valve. In contrast, the embodiment of FIG. 27 is equally
configured to reduce PDL induced by a static diffraction
grating 232 and PDL induced by the grating light valve 236.
Accordingly the embodiment of FIG. 27 is a preferred
embodiment in those applications incorporating a GLV 236
known to account for a significant percent of the total PDL.

[0064] FIG. 8 illustrates a first alternative channel equal
izer of the present invention whereby component signals 11.1 ,

... , An within a wavelength multiplexed optical input signal
51 are equalized against a predetermined ratio of power
through application of a diffraction light modulator. Prior to
equalization, it is understood that the component signals 11.1 ,

... , An present in input signal 51 may be at disparate power
levels as illustrated in FIG. 1. In the first step of the
equalization process, the optical input signal 51 enters a
circulator 320, from which the input signal 51 is transmitted
to a Bi-directional multiplexer/demultiplexer 321. The Bi
directional multiplexer/demultiplexer 321 separates the
input signal 51 into its component signals 11.1, ... , An defined
according to component wavelengths that had been present
in the input signal 51' The component input signals 11.1, ...
, An are individually passed through respective optical chan-
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nels 360-362 and into an array of lenses 322, ... ,328 which
are assigned to the respective optical channels 360-362. The
emitted light beams of each component signal 11.1 , ... , An
are then individually directed onto respective pixels 332
338, within the diffraction light modulator, which are pre
assigned to each respective wavelength. The reflected/dif
fracted light from each respective pixel 332-338 passes
through a lens array. As noted above in conjunction with
FIGS. 6 and 7, the return path may utilize the same lens as
the incoming light, or may utilize a separate lens. By
controlling the level of diffraction created by individual
pixels 332-338 of the diffraction light modulator 204, 212,
as light is reflected back into the fiber ends or tips 364-368
of the individual channels 360-362, the amount of light that
is "thrown away" will vary from channel to channel. The
power level of light focused back into the optical channels
360-362 assigned to each reflected signal 11.1 ', ... , An' are
therefore individually controlled by controlling the pixels
which are respectively assigned to the various component
signals 11.1 ', ... , An'. The individual pixels are preferably
controlled by an electronic controller 350. In order to
equalize all of the reflected signals 11.1 ', ... , An' to the same
power, the more powerful incoming component signals
11.1 , ... , An are therefore subject to the greater diffraction,
thereby causing a greater amount of light to be scattered
away from the optical channel input 360-362. Similarly, the
controller provides that the less powerful incoming compo
nent signals 11.1 , ... , An are subject to a lesser amount of
diffraction. When properly coordinated against a reference
power level, the various reflected signals 11.1 ', ... , An' are
equalized to a pre-determined ratio. Although the invention
is described herein in terms of the reflected light being
channeled back into the fiber optical tip and the diffracted
light being thrown away, those skilled in the art will recog
nize that a system could equally be implemented wherein the
diffracted light is collected, and some or all of the reflected
light is thrown away. According to this alternative embodi
ment, the diffracted light could be collected and equalized,
and an increase or decrease in diffraction would therefore
function to adjust the amount of diffracted light entering the
fiber optical channel. As illustrated in subsequent drawings,
however, the reflected light typically embodies a greater
power level than the diffracted light, and is therefore pre
ferred for collection and measuring.

[0065] To provide input information to the electronic
controller 350, light sensors 352-358 are advantageously
coupled to each optical channel 360-362 to sense the power
levels of the individual signals. The respective power levels
of the various wavelengths may be measured for the com
ponent incoming light beams, 11.1 , ... , An' the component
reflected light beams 11.1 ', ... , An', or both. According to the
preferred embodiment, however, power levels will be mea
sured from among the reflected component output beams
11.1 ', ... , An'. According to this embodiment, the electronic
controller 350 is not simply regulating individual pixels
332-338 of the diffraction light modulator 204, 212 based
upon theoretical levels of attenuation which may have been
experienced as the result of signal transmission and process
ing. Rather, by measuring the power of component output
signals, adjustments are based upon actual power levels of
component signals. According to this embodiment therefore,
a closed loop control is formed wherein the light sensors
352-358 measure the power of the reflected component light
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beams 11.1 ', ... , An' which have been reflected off of the
respective pixels 332, . . . , 338 of the diffraction light
modulator 204, 212.

[0066] According to the preferred embodiment, light is
diverted to the light sensors by means of "fiber taps" or
"couplers"342-348 that are coupled to the optical fiber to
divert a small percent of the light into the sensor, with the
remaining output signal continuing on to transmit informa
tion. Couplers are commonly known to those skilled in the
art, and incorporate beam-splitter type technology to allow
the passage of most light, while diverting only a portion of
the light. Because the diverted light is commonly directed
into an optical performance monitor capable of sensing the
power level of the component wavelengths, according to the
preferred embodiment, the light sensors said to be coupled
to the components of the present invention will be those light
sensors integral to a standard optical performance monitor as
currently used in industry. Signals or information gained
from the optical performance monitor are used to control the
diffraction light modulators of the present invention. How
ever, embodiments are envisioned wherein separate couplers
and light sensors are used which are integral to dynamic
equalizer of the present invention. Couplers are commonly
rated according to their ratio of light diverted to light passed.
For example, a "90/10 coupler" would be configured to pass
90% of a light beam onto its original path, and divert 10%
of the light beam for sensing, typically by a light sensor
352-358 for measuring the strength of the beam. Because the
ratio of the light diverted compared to the light that contin
ues on the output path is a substantially constant ratio over
the entire useable range of power, a sensor measuring the
amount of light diverted through the coupler can determine
the power of the remaining output beam across a wide
variety of power levels. According to the embodiments
illustrated in FIGS. 8 and 9, the sensors 358 are disposed
along the return paths of the component signals 11.1 ', , An'
prior to re-multiplexing of the reflected signals 11.1 ', , An'.
Alternative embodiments are envisioned, however, wherein
a coupler can be positioned to divert a portion of the
reflected DWM signal S2' According to this embodiment, a
separate de-multiplexer would be required to de-multiplex
the diverted signal to measure the strength of the component
wavelengths making up the diverted portion of the reflected
signal S2' Another alternative embodiment is envisioned,
however, wherein the couplers 348-348 are unnecessary.
According to this alternative embodiment, light sensors
352-358 need not be coupled to detected light focused back
into, the actual component channels, but may be positioned
to sense light which is "thrown away" as a result of
diffraction, as explained in conjunction with FIGS. 18A,
18B, 19A and 19B. This embodiment has an advantage of
not interfering with the collected light which is to be
multiplexed and re-transmitted.

[0067] Measurements taken by the light sensors 352-358
form the input data of the electronic controller 350. Control
signals produced by the electronic controller 350 then regu
late the individual pixels 332, ... 338 of diffraction light
modulator 204, 212. Although embodiments are envisioned
that are capable of controlling individual pixels 332-338 of
a diffraction light modulator 204, 212 exclusively from
analog inputs, according to the preferred embodiment, AID
converters transform the measured power levels of the
respective light beams as measured by the light sensors light
sensors 352, ... , 358, into digital data. According to the
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preferred embodiment, the ND convertors comprise digital
registers with a minimum of eight bit resolution capable of
distinguishing at least two hundred fifty-six gradations of
light power in digital format to the electronic controller. The
present invention, however, envisions the advantageous use
of digital registers greater than, and smaller than eight bits
in particular applications. Accordingly, the preferred
embodiment is not intended to limit the digital resolution of
the present invention. The AID converters are advanta
geously located within the individual light sensors 352, ... ,
358. Those skilled in the art, however, will recognize that
analog to digital conversion may take place at virtually any
location within FIG. 8, including the controller itself. A
variety of low cost control systems such as digitally pro
grammable PID loop controllers are commonly known to
those skilled in the art.

[0068] A preferred method of equalizing the power of the
component incoming signals 11.1 , ... , An involves identifying
the weakest component wavelength Ab (the component
wavelength at the lowest power level) from among all
component wavelengths 11.1 , ... , An and establishing the
weakest component signal Ab as the reference wavelength.
According to this embodiment, the remaining component
wavelengths 11.1 , ... , An are modulated down to match the
power level of the reference signal Ab , and the reference
signal does not have to be modulated at all. It is understood,
however, that according to the alternative embodiment dis
cussed above, wherein couplers are not used to divert a
portion of the output signals 11.1 ', ... , An' but rather, the
power level of each component signal 11.1 , . . . , An is
determined by measuring light "thrown away" by the dif
fractive light modulator in the modulation process, even the
weakest signal Ab may have to be modulated to produce a
measurable amount of light by which the intensity of the
signal Ab can be determined.

[0069] Although certain frequencies are known to exhibit
greater attenuation over extended transmission, pre-select
ing as a reference signal the wavelength expected to exhibit
the greatest attenuation may not always be the most reliable
selection of a reference signal. In a metropolitan environ
ment or "hub", signals which have traveled varying dis
tances and been subject to varying degrees of attenuation are
typically re-routed and multiplexed or joined together. The
weakest signal therefore will not necessarily be the wave
length subject to the greatest attenuation. Accordingly, the
present invention will advantageously incorporate a
dynamic selection of a reference signal by measuring the
power levels of all component signals and selecting as a
reference signal the signal having the lowest actual power
level of all component signals 11.1 , ... , An' The incoming
component signal 11.1 , ... , An at the reference wavelength
would preferably be subject to little or no diffraction from its
respective pixel 332, . . . , 338. The remaining pixels
332, ... , 338 of the diffractive light modulator 204, 212
respectively control the power of the remaining reflected
component light beams to which they are assigned. The
pixels 332, ... 338 are individually adjusted by the con
troller such that the output power of their respective beams
11.1 ', ... , An' are equalized against the output power of the
reference wavelength.

[0070] Alternatively, however, it is envisioned that all
signals could be diffracted downward to a pre-established
common power level rather than to the lowest power level
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of the various component wavelengths. An advantage of this
approach lies in circumstances wherein a particular wave
length has attenuated below a reliable signal-to-noise ratio.
In such a circumstance, equalizing all signals to the weakest
signal will expand the unacceptable signal-to-noise ratio to
all of the component signals. Diffracting all signals down
toward a pre-established power level ensures that robust
signals will not be equalized down to an unacceptable
signal-to-noise ratio.

[0071] An array of lenses 322-328 are respectively
assigned to the individual pixels 332-338 comprising the
diffractive light modulator 204, 212. According to the pre
ferred embodiment, the same lens used to focus a component
incoming signal 11.1 , onto a pixel 332 of the diffractive light
modulator 204, 212 is also used to focus a reflected signal
11.1 ' from the pixel 332 back into the optical channel 360
assigned to that wavelength. However, it was seen in FIG.
7 that separate lenses may be used for incoming and
reflected signals. Using either a single path embodiment as
depicted in FIG. 6 or the embodiment of FIG. 7 comprising
separate paths for incoming and reflected signals in con
junction with the embodiment depicted in FIG. 8, the
component reflected light beams 11.1 ', ... , An' shown in FIG.
8 are then recombined in the multiplexer of a Bi-directional
wavelength multiplexer/demultiplexer 321 and the resultant
signal is channeled through the circulator 320 to form the
output signal 52' The output signal may then be amplified for
further transmission, or processed in some other manner. An
advantage of a separate channel 214 for reflected signals as
shown in FIG. 7 is that it will not need a circulator.

[0072] An advantage of the lens-array embodiment is that
it eliminates the need for very exacting manufacturing
tolerances governing the distance between the tips 364, ... ,
368 of the individual optical channels 360, ... ,362 and their
respective pixels 332, ... , 338.

[0073] FIG. 9 discloses a lensless embodiment of the
diffractive light equalizer seen in FIG. 8. The tips 364, 368
of the fiber optical channels 360, 368 are nearer to the
individual pixels 332, 338 of the diffractive light modulator
than in FIG. 8, thereby eliminating the need for a lens to
focus the incoming light signals 11.1 , . . . , An onto the
individual pixels, as well as the need to focus the reflected
component reflected signals 11.1 ', ... , An' back into the
respective channels 360, 362. The lensless embodiment
depicted in FIG. 9 is clearly advantageous over the lens
embodiment of FIG. 8 in that it is simpler and more
compact. However, a lensless embodiment is more likely to
require a circulator, 320, and requires extremely high manu
facturing tolerances.

[0074] Although the present invention is envisioned as
operating in conjunction with any diffractive light modula
tor, the preferred embodiment of the present invention
envisions the use of grating light valves for the diffractive
light modulator. FIG. 10 illustrates a grating light valve
adapted for use as a diffractive light modulator according to
the present invention. The GLV 400 comprises two sets of
interdigited elongated elements or "ribbons"401, 403,
wherein at least one set 401 is movable by means of a
controllable electric field. The elongated elements 401, 403
of FIG. 5 are supported above a substrate 405 by support
members 411, 413. Conductive elements 407 capable of
generating an electric field are disposed proximate the
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movable ribbons 401. A conductive element 407 may be
assigned to a single movable ribbon or, according to a much
simpler embodiment, the conductive element 407 need not
be segmented, but formed from a continuous conductive
layer, and may therefore be assigned to deflect multiple
ribbons. According to the embodiment of FIG. 10, the
conductive members 407 are seen to rest on an upper surface
of the substrate 405. Alternative GLV designs are possible
however, wherein the conductive elements 407 are disposed
below the substrate, or even layered within layers of a
laminate substrate structure.

[0075] FIG. 11 illustrates a cross-sectional view of a GLV
400 comprising fixed elongated members 403 alternately
interspersed with movable elongated members 401. Accord
ing to one embodiment, multiple independent conductive
members 407 are disposed below the movable ribbons 401,
thereby providing independent control of the various rib
bons. Alternatively, as discussed above in embodiments
comprising a continuous conductive layer 407, selective
control of ribbons 401 is achieved by coupling each inde
pendent ribbon 401, or the collective ribbons of each inde
pendent pixel 332-338, to respective independently control
lable voltage sources. In either embodiment, the ability to
control ribbons 401 of one pixel 332-338 independently
from the deflection of ribbons 401 in another pixel 332-338
is essential to exercising independently controllable modu
lation of the component wavelength signals 11.1 ', ... , An' of
a DWM signal. Because the present invention envisions a
range of deflection of movable ribbons by means of an
electric field created by a conductive element, the electric
fields within the conductive members must be controllable
through a range of field strengths. In order to focus a
particular field more closely on its respective movable
ribbon 401, GLVs used in conjunction with the present
application will advantageously be constructed with their
conductive members 407 nearer the surface of the substrate
405, as depicted in FIGS. 10-12. The moveable elongated
elements 401 and the fixed ribbons 403 advantageously
include a reflective coating 417 such as aluminum.

[0076] In order to deflect the movable ribbons 401, a
component of the ribbon must be responsive to an electric
field. The field-responsive component may be part of the
reflective surface 417, the structural component of the
ribbon itself 415, or may comprise an additional layer of the
movable ribbon.

[0077] In the reflecting mode, the reflective surface 417 of
the movable ribbons 401 are typically on either on a parallel
plane with the fixed ribbons 403, or, as illustrated in FIG.
13, separated by a height difference of approximately one
half wavelength 11./2 of incident light I. The parallel rows of
movable 401 and fixed 403 ribbons as seen in FIG. 11
therefore illustrate a GLV in a reflecting mode.

[0078] FIG. 12 illustrates the same GLV 400 of FIG. 11,
but with the movable ribbons 401 deflected a distance of 11./4.
This is accomplished by adjusting the field strength created
by the conductive members. In this configuration, the GLV
400 is set for maximum diffraction. To transition from the
reflecting mode to the diffracting mode, an electrostatic
potential between the moveable elongated elements 401 and
a conductive member 407s within the substrate 405 moves
the moveable elongated elements 401 downward toward the
substrate. Diffraction will typically be maximized when the
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surface of the fixed ribbons 403 is separated from the surface
of a movable ribbon 401 by a distance equal to a quarter
wavelength A/4 of the incident light. According to the
present invention, however, the optimum separation is deter
mined by the amount of light that must be "thrown away"
and the amount of light that must be reflected back into a
channel to equalize the component frequencies Al -An of a
wavelength multiplexed signal, as illustrated in conjunction
with FIGS. 8 and 9, and subsequent FIGS. 15-25. As will
be illustrated in conjunction with FIGS. 22 and 23, it is
possible that, for the present application, the maximum
amount of light "thrown away" from the re-entering the
optical channel 360-362 will occur at less than a quarter
wavelength, establishing the upper limit for modulation of
the GLY. Although the GLVs illustrated in FIGS. 10-12
show only the first alternating set of ribbons 401 to be
movable, those skilled in the art will understand that sepa
ration distance between ribbon surfaces, and consequently,
the level of diffraction, may equally be controlled by making
both sets 401, 403 of interdigited ribbons movable.

[0079] FIG. 13 illustrates an alternative GLV design in the
undiffracted state. As noted above, zero diffraction is
approached when alternating ribbons are on the same plane
(a zero-wavelength separation) as well as when alternating
ribbons are separated by half a wavelength. At a separation
of 11./2, the incident light I reflecting from the fixed members
601 travels a full wavelength further than the incident light
I reflecting from the movable members 603. Accordingly,
the incident light I, reflecting from the fixed 601 and
movable 603 ribbons, constructively combines to form
reflected light R with little or no diffraction. Accordingly,
FIG. 13 illustrates a GLV 420 with the movable ribbons 401
in an undeflected state wherein the undeflected position of
the movable ribbons 401 is one half wavelength from the
fixed ribbons 423. FIG. 14 illustrates GLV 420 of FIG. 13
in a highly diffracting state. Accordingly, movable ribbons
401 are seen to be deflected downward by a distance of 11./4.
Light reflected from the GLV 420 is illustrated as being
diffracted by an amount D+1 and D-1'

[0080] Because the embodiment of FIGS. 13 and 14
shows the non-movable ribbons 423 disposed on the surface
of the substrate, the GLV design of FIGS. 13-14 cannot
accommodate two sets of movable ribbons. Although the
present invention is not limited to anyone form of grating
light valve, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,311,360 and 5,841,579 to David
Bloom, and U.S. Pat. No. 5,661,592 to Bornstein et al. are
herein incorporated by reference as examples of the fabri
cation, structure, and operation of grating light valves com
monly understood by those skilled in the art.

[0081] As discussed in greater detail in conjunction with
FIGS. 15-17, when a GLV is used as the diffraction light
modulator, a pixel is advantageously comprised of a pre
determined number of ribbons working in concert. Each
pixel is advantageously dedicated to modulating a single
frequency. Embodiments discussed herein include a "step"
embodiment utilizing only two ribbons per pixel, a "center
well" embodiment utilizing three ribbons per pixel, and a
"fine grating" embodiment utilizing five ribbons per pixel.
Although these embodiments are illustrated as comprising
alternating fixed and movable ribbons, those skilled in the
art will understand that these embodiments can equally be
constructed of all movable ribbons. Although the "step",
"center well" and "fine grating" GLV structures depicted in
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FIGS. 15, 16, and 17 are shown in a lensless embodiment,
it is understood that these GLV structures may equally be
used in conjunction with the lens embodiment illustrated in
FIG. 8.

[0082] According to the "step" embodiment illustrated in
FIG. 15, each pixel of the grating light valve comprises a
first elongated ribbon 512, 514, 516 and a second elongated
ribbon 518, 520, 522. The elongated ribbons 512 & 518, 514
& 520, 516 & 522 controllably reflect the light back into the
respective optical channels 500, 502, 504. According to the
preferred embodiment, the first set of ribbons 512, 414, 516
are fixed and the second set of ribbons 518, 520, 522 are
movable. As noted, however, embodiments are envisioned
wherein both elongated ribbons are movable. Three fiber
optical channels 500, 502, 504 are respectively focused
above the three pixels A, B, C of the grating light valve. A
beam of light 506, 508, 510 emanates forth from a tip of each
fiber optical channel 500, 502, 504. Channel 504 is seen
positioned a vertical distance 546 above pixel C of the
grating light valve. The elongated ribbons 512 & 518, 514
& 520, 516 & 522 for a particular pixel A, B, C are disposed
such that the two elongated ribbons of the same pixel, define
vertical line 530, ... , 534 perpendicular to the plane of the
pixel. The optical channel 500, 502, 504 is advantageously
positioned above its respective pixel such that the vertical
line 530, 532, 534 of its respective pixel A, B, C will
coincide with the axes of the fiber optical channel 500, 502,
504.

[0083] The amount of diffraction generated by a pixel is
affected by the separation distance 540 between the first and
second elongated ribbon of a given pixel. Therefore, to
control the amount of diffraction, the separation distance 540
must be controllable. As discussed in conjunction with
FIGS. 10-14, this is typically achieved by adjusting the
vertical position of the movable elongated ribbon of a pixel
by means of an electrostatic field applied through a conduc
tive member coupled to a control voltage, thereby increasing
or decreasing the separation distance 540 of the elongated
ribbons 512 & 518, 514 & 520, 516 & 522 within a
particular pixel A, B or C according to the voltage level.

[0084] The vertical height 546 between an optical channel
500, 502, 504 and a grating light valve is measured from the
tip 544 of an optical channel 504 to a center line between a
fixed elongated ribbon 516 and a movable elongated ribbon
522. When a separation distance 540 is set at one-quarter
wavelength, a beam of light reflecting off the movable
member will travel a total of one-half wavelength further
than a portion reflected off the fixed or upper surface.
According to the step embodiment, this offset will typically
produce the greatest diffraction pattern, thereby reducing by
the greatest measure the amount of light reflected back into
the optical channel. Conversely, because there is no diffrac
tion resulting from an offset of zero wavelengths, a separa
tion difference 540 of zero will result in most light waves
reflecting back into the optical channel. By regulating the
separation distance 540, typically between zero and one
quarter wavelength, the reflected beam may be regulated
from a high degree of diffraction to virtually no diffraction,
including a range of intermediate gradations there between,
thereby controlling the amount of light 506 reflected back
into the optical channel 500. This will be understood more
clearly in conjunction with FIG. 18A and 18B, wherein
greater diffraction reduces the amount of reflected light
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remammg along the center line approaching the optical
channel, and a greater portion of the light is thrown away
from the center line beyond the fiber optics axis.

[0085] FIG. 16 presents an alternative "center well"
embodiment for a grating light valve for use in equalization
of component signals in wavelength division multiplexing.
The optical channels 600, ... , 604 are seen disposed above
the respective pixels, D, E, and F of a grating light valve.
Using the first pixel D for exemplary purposes, a center
ribbon 620 is abutted by adjacent ribbons 612, 614 on each
side. According to the preferred embodiment, the center
ribbon 620 is the movable member, and the adjacent ribbons
612, 614 are fixed. This configuration allows a single fixed
member 614 to serve as an adjacent member for two separate
pixels D, E. Accordingly, each pixel comprises a center
member abutted by an adjacent member on each side. Each
optical channel 600, 602, 604 is assigned to a respective
pixel D, E, F. The operation of the center well GLV is
otherwise identical to the operation of the step GLY. Opera
tional parameters of these two configurations may be com
pared in FIGS. 18B and 19B.

[0086] FIG. 17 is a "fine grating" GLV used in conjunc
tion with the present invention. Using the first pixel G for
exemplary purposes, a plurality of movable ribbons 730, 732
are interdigited with a plurality of fixed ribbons 712, 714,
716. The two adjacent fixed ribbons 712, 716 are disposed
outside the two movable ribbons 730, 732. According to this
embodiment, an adjacent fixed ribbon 716 may serve as a
fixed ribbon for two adjacent pixels, G and H. It is under
stood, however, that the fixed elongated ribbon 716 could be
replaced by two separate fixed elongated ribbons. The three
pixels G, H, I depicted in FIG. 17 are respectively assigned
to one of the optical channels 700, 702, 704. The structure
of the first pixel G is seen repeated among the plurality of
pixels G, H, I of the grating light valve depicted in FIG. 17
such that a dedicated fixed member 714, 718, 720 is inter
positioned between the two movable elongated ribbons
assigned to anyone optical channel. Common fixed mem
bers 712, 716, 720, 724 are positioned such that a single
common member serves as a reflective surface for two
separate optical channel 700, 702, 704. It is understood that
the embodiment of FIG. 17 with common fixed members
capable of serving two separate optical channels promotes
economy and efficiency, and that two separate elongated
ribbons could be substituted for each of the common fixed
members 712, 716, 720, 724. Although FIG. 17 depicts a
fine grating embodiment comprising only two movable
ribbons per optical channel, and one dedicated fixed ribbon
inter-positioned between those two movable ribbons, this
depiction is not intended to limit the number of movable
ribbons assigned to each optical channel.

[0087] FIGS. 18A and 18B are graphs of light intensity
distribution as a function of distance from a reflected surface
of the step embodiment depicted in FIG. 15. The graphs are
generated numerically using a light beam with a wavelength
of 1.55 ,urn discharged from an optical fiber or conduit
approximately 8 ,urn diameter. The respective separation
distance 540 (FIG. 15) between the movable 516, 518 and
fixed 512, 514 elongated ribbons is respectively zero ,urn
802A in FIG. 18A, and A/4, which, at a wavelength of 1.55
,urn is a separation distance of approximately 0.3875 ,urn
803B in FIG. 18B. The horizontal axis 800A, 800B of both
graphs is a measure of distance from a vertical line 530, ... ,
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534 (FIG. 15) formed at the intersection 803B of two
ribbons. These respective vertical lines 530, ... , 534 is also
seen to intersect the center point of a circle formed at the tip
of the cylindrical optical fiber comprising an optical channel
500, 502, 504 (FIG. 15). In FIGS. 18A and 18B, this
vertical line passes through zero on the horizontal axis
80lA, 80lB. The gradations on the horizontal axes are
measured in ,urn from the center point. The vertical axis
represents a relative power distribution for each represented
wave form 802A, ... , 814B. The dotted graphs 802A, 802B
at the top are a measure of the power distribution from a
beam of light prior to being reflected off a GLV surface. The
power distribution was measured 20 ,urn away from a tip
540, 542, 544 of a fiber optical channel 500, 502, 504. It is
noted that the light power distribution 802A, 802B is great
est along the center line 80lA, 80lB, attenuating outward,
so that it has substantially attenuated at 5,um from the center
line 800A, 800B. The lower graphs 804A, ... , 814AofFIG.
18A show the power distribution of reflected light at various
distances from a non-diffracting GLV surface 803A with a
separation distance 540 (FIG. 15) of zero. The graphs are
noted to be substantially Gaussian-like in shape. Reflected
light levels 804A-814A are noted to display a greater center
line power distribution. Because the optical channel 500,
502, 504 is oriented along the center line 530-534, the
greater the amount of light distributed along the center line,
the greater the amount of light re-entering the channel
500-504. Conversely the less light distributed along the
center line, the less light will re-enter the fiber optical tip.

[0088] The lower graphs 804B, ... , 814B of FIG. 18B
show the intensity distribution of reflected light at various
distances from a diffracting GLV surface 803B with a
Separation Distance 540 (FIG. 15) "-/4, which, as noted, at
a wavelength of 1.55 ,urn is a Separation Distance of
approximately 0.3875 ,urn. The graphs no longer exhibit a
Gaussian-like shape, but exhibit a diffraction pattern which
includes two primary nodes to the left and right of the center
line. Such distributions reduce the amount of light reflected
back into the optical channel By modulating the separation
distance 540 (FIG. 15) from zero to 0.3875 ,urn., the
equalization process can return a greater or lesser amount of
reflected light for a specific channel.

[0089] FIGS. 19A and 19B contrast light reflected off a
non-diffracting surface (defined by a separation distance 540
of zero ,urn) surface 903A and light reflected off a diffracting
surface 903B according to the center well embodiment
(FIG. 16). The graphs of refraction are based on a separation
distance 540 (FIG. 15) between diffracting surfaces of (%)
"-/4, or approximately 0.29 ,urn. This optimum separation
distance was determined empirically, as discussed in con
junction with FIGS. 20-21.

[0090] FIG. 20 depicts a graphic illustration of a diffrac
tion pattern at a separation distance of 0.29 ,urn in a center
well embodiment. The center portion 1012 of the graph,
which preferably directs toward an optical channel, shows
an output of virtually no light. Virtually all the light in FIG.
20 is directed into the side bands 1010. According to the
present invention, a diffractive pattern is modulated from a
high-end diffraction pattern returning the maximum possible
amount of light to an optical channel to a low-end pattern
returning the minimum possible amount of light to an optical
channel. Accordingly, the graph of FIG. 20 illustrates an
ideal low-end diffraction pattern. Conversely, FIG. 21 illus-
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trates an "over-modulated" signal. Although the distance of
A/4 produces the greatest theoretical diffraction, it over
modulates the diffracted waveform 1002, producing a cen
ter-line component of light 1006 reflected back into the
optical channel. At a separation distance 630 of 0.29 ,urn,
however, the resultant waveform 1008 exhibits virtually no
center-line light component 1012. If an algorithm were to
modulate between the "high-end" (zero diffraction) to the
diffraction pattern graphically illustrated in FIG. 21, a
minimum amount of light would be returned to the optical
channel at less than total modulation. FIGS. 20 and 21 thus
illustrate that, although the separation distance "-/4 produces
the maximum modulation in the other two structures, as
applied to the present invention, the distance A/4 may
over-modulate a signal when used in conjunction with a
center well embodiment. In terms of focusing a minimum
amount of light on a center line and "throwing away" a
maximum amount of light, in accord with the present
invention, a separation distance 630 for the center well
embodiment modulated from zero,um and 0.29 ,urn produces
the maximum to minimum range of reflected light re
entering the optical channel.

[0091] FIGS. 22 and 23 graphically illustrate center-line
light intensities in the fine grating embodiment. FIG. 22 is
an illustration of the distribution of light reflected along the
center line of a fine-grating pixel in the non-diffracting
mode. It is substantially similar to the step and center well
embodiments in the non-diffracting mode, distributing the
greatest amount of light along the center line within the
circumference of the fiber optical channel for a given
wavelength. FIG. 23 discloses the center line distribution of
light reflected off a fine grating pixel in a diffracting mode
with a separation distance 750 of A/4, or approximately
0.3875 ,urn. As in the previous examples, it is seen that the
center line distribution of light falling within the circumfer
ence of a fiber optical channel is significantly less when the
fine grating GLV is in the diffracting mode. "-/4 separation
distance 750 (FIG. 17) between diffracting surfaces.

[0092] The GLV based dynamic gain equalizer (DGE) of
the present invention preferably operates in the C-band and
uses a grating light valve (GLV) as a diffraction light
modulator with a dynamic range of more than 15 dB. In an
actual experiment, an ASE source was used as an input
signal. The equalization is applied to the spectral portion
between 1531.5 nm and 1568.5 nm, in which the power of
light at various points of the spectrum was seen to vary by
more than 12 dB. FIG. 24 compares the original spectral
profile and the equalized spectral profile. The equalized
profile was measured to exhibit a ±0.05 dB rms residual
ripple with a ±0.2 dB peak-to-peak value.

[0093] In a different experiment, a wavelength division
multiplexed signal was selected that consisted of eight 50
GHz spaced channels, as illustrated in FIG. 25. FIG. 26
illustrates the equalized profile, which was measured to
display a ±0.05 dB rms residual ripple with ±0.1 dB.

[0094] As illustrated by the above examples and discus
sion, the DGE module can be tailored to meet the exact
needs of a wide variety of different equalization applica
tions. As the GLV device can function as a "seamless"
multi-channel VOA, a GLV-based DGE can operate at any
arbitrary spectral resolution, with commensurate total pack
age size. Furthermore, wide spectral coverage applications,
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such as extended-band C+L band applications, are easily
accommodated in this module architecture. When using any
continuous mux/de-mux function, including diffraction grat
ing, prism, or combination thereof, with a smoothly varying
angular dispersion function, the dynamic gain equalizer of
the present invention can accommodate whatever spectral
coverage is desired while dynamically equalizing wave
length division multiplexed channels to a high degree of
uniformity in power.

[0095] The present invention has been described in terms
of specific embodiments incorporating details to facilitate
the understanding of the principles of construction and
operation of the invention. Such reference herein to specific
embodiments and details thereof is not intended to limit the
scope of the claims appended hereto. More specifically,
references to the step, center well and fine grating embodi
ments are not intended to limit the application of grating
light valve technology in optical channel equalization to
these three embodiments. It will be apparent to those skilled
in the art that virtually any grating light valve design may be
adapted for optical channel equalization according to the
present invention.

What is claimed is:
1. An apparatus for selectively adjusting power levels of

component signals of a wavelength division multiplexed
signal including a first wavelength signal and a second
wavelength signal, the apparatus comprising a diffractive
light modulator with a first pixel configured to receive the
first wavelength signal and a second pixel configured to
receive the second wavelength signal, wherein each pixel is
controllable to selectively direct a received signal into a first
mode and a second mode, and further wherein each first
mode is collected such that a power level of the first
wavelength signal is selectively adjusted relative to a power
level of the second wavelength signal.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein the dif
fractive light modulator comprises a grating light valve.

3. An apparatus for selectively adjusting power levels of
component signals of a wavelength division multiplexed
signal including a first wavelength signal and a second
wavelength signal, the apparatus comprising:

a. a demultiplexer configured to de-multiplex the wave
length division multiplexed signal into the component
signals, including the first wavelength signal and the
second wavelength signal;

b. a diffractive light modulator with a first pixel config
ured to receive the first wavelength signal and a second
pixel configured to receive the second wavelength
signal from the multiplexer, wherein each pixel is
controllable to selectively direct a received signal into
a first mode and a second mode, and further wherein
each first mode is collected such that a power level of
the first wavelength signal is selectively adjusted rela
tive to a power level of the second wavelength signal
thereby forming first and second collected wavelength
signals; and

c. a multiplexer configured to multiplex the first and
second collected wavelength signals into an output
signal.

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the first mode
comprises a reflection mode and further wherein the second
mode comprises a diffraction mode.
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5. The apparatus of claim 3 further comprising:

a. a light sensor for each pixel for determining a power
level proportional to the first mode from the pixel; and

b. a controller electrically coupled to each light sensor and
the diffractive light modulator such that in operation the
light sensors detect power levels proportional to the
first and second collected wavelength signals and fur
ther such that in operation the controller dynamically
modulates the first and the second pixels of the diffrac
tive light modulator to maintain a desired level of
power in the first mode for each pixel relative to each
other.

6. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the multiplexer and
the demultiplexer comprise separate components.

7. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the multiplexer and
the demultiplexer comprise a bi-directional multiplexer/
demultiplexer.

8. The apparatus of claim 7 further comprising a circulator
such that in operation the wavelength division multiplexed
signal couples to the bi-directional multiplexer/demulti
plexer through the circulator from an optical input.

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein the output signal
couples from the bi-directional multiplexer/demultiplexer
through the circulator to an optical output.

10. The apparatus of claim 3 further comprising first and
second lenses configured such that, in operation, the first
lens directs the first wavelength signal onto the first pixel,
and the second lense directs the second wavelength signal
onto the second pixel.

11. The apparatus of claim 3 further comprising first and
second optical fibers for respectively directing the first and
second wavelength signals onto the first and second pixels.

13. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the diffractive light
modulator comprises a grating light valve.

14. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the demultiplexer
comprises a dispersion device.

15. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the dispersion
device comprises a prism.

16. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the dispersion
device comprises a grating.

17. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein the grating com
prises an array waveguide grating.

18. A method of adjusting a power level of each of a
plurality of component wavelength signals of a wavelength
division multiplexed signal comprising the steps of:

a. de-multiplexing an input signal into component wave
length signals including first and second wavelength
signals;

b. directing the first wavelength signal onto a fist pixel and
the second wavelength signal onto a second pixel;

c. modulating the first pixel to selectively direct the first
wavelength signal into a first mode and a second mode;

d. modulating the second pixel to selectively direct the
second wavelength signal into the first mode and the
second mode; and

e. collecting the first mode of the first wavelength signal
and the first mode of the second wavelength signal such
that a power level of the first wavelength signal is
adjusted relative to a power level of the second wave
length signal.

19. The method of claim 18 wherein the first mode
comprises a reflection mode and further wherein the second
mode comprises a diffraction mode.
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20. An apparatus for adjusting a power level of each of a
plurality of component wavelength signals of a wavelength
division multiplexed signal comprising:

a. means for de-multiplexing an input signal into compo
nent wavelength signals including first and second
wavelength signals;

b. means for directing the first wavelength signal onto a
fist pixel and the second wavelength signal onto a
second pixel;

c. means for modulating the first pixel to selectively direct
the first wavelength signal into a first mode and a
second mode;

d. means for modulating the second pixel to selectively
direct the second wavelength signal into the first mode
and the second mode; and

e. means for collecting the first mode of the first wave
length signal and the first mode of the second wave
length signal such that a power level of the first
wavelength signal is adjusted relative to a power level
of the second wavelength signal.

21. The apparatus according to claim 21 wherein the first
mode comprises a reflection mode and further wherein the
second mode comprises a diffraction mode.

22. A channel equalizer for a wavelength division multi
plexing system comprising:

a. a demultiplexer configured to separate the wavelength
division multiplexed input signal into a plurality of
input wavelength signals, including a first input wave
length signal;

b. a diffractive light modulator comprising a plurality of
pixels configured to modulate the plurality of input
wavelength signals into a plurality of modulated sig
nals, including a first pixel configured to controllably
modulate the first input wavelength signals into a first
modulated signal, such that a modulation of a pixel
controls a percent of a modulated signal forming a
reflected component and a percent of a modulated
signal forming a diffracted component, wherein a per
cent of the first modulated signal modulated into a first
diffracted signal is within the range of zero percent to
one hundred percent of the first modulated signal;

c. a multiplexer configured to combine the reflected
components of the plurality of modulated signals into a
wavelength division multiplexed output signal.

23. The channel equalizer of claim 22 wherein the dif
fractive light modulator comprises a grating light valve.

24. The channel equalizer of claim 23 further comprising
a light sensor configured to measure a reflected portion of
the first modulated signal.

25. The channel equalizer of claim 23 further comprising
a light sensor configured to measure a portion of the first
diffracted signal.

26. The channel equalizer of claim 23 further comprising
a controller coupled to the light sensor, wherein the con
troller is configured to control the first pixel according to a
power level of light measured by the light sensor.

27. The channel equalizer according to claim 23 further
comprising a circulator coupled to both the wavelength
division multiplexed input signal and a wavelength division
multiplexed output signal.
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28. The channel equalizer according to claim 23 wherein
the grating light valve is a step grating light valve.

29. The channel equalizer according to claim 23 wherein
the grating light valve is a center well grating light valve.

30. The channel equalizer according to claim 23 wherein
the grating light valve is a fine-grating grating light valve.

31. The channel equalizer of claim 23 wherein power
levels of the plurality of input wavelength signals are
equalized to a reference power level.

32. The channel equalizer of claim 23 wherein power
levels of the plurality of input wavelength signals are
equalized to a reference power-level function.

33. A method of selectively equalizing respective power
levels among a plurality of component wavelength signals of
a wavelength division multiplexed signal, the method com
prising the steps:

a. directing the plurality of component incoming wave
length signals onto a respective plurality of pixels of a
diffractive light modulator, wherein a first component
incoming wavelength signal is directed onto a first
pixel;

b. controlling the respective pixels by a controller to
control an amount of modulation imposed on a com
ponent incoming wavelength signal;

c. producing a plurality of modulated signals, wherein
each of the modulated signals comprises a reflected
component, and wherein at least one modulated signal
comprises a refracted component; and

d. equalizing respective power levels among the reflected
components of the modulated signals.

34. The method according to step 33 wherein the diffrac
tive light modulator is a grating light valve.

35. The method according to claim 33 further comprising
the steps of:

a. collecting a portion of the plurality of modulated
signals though a respective plurality of light sensors;
and

b. measuring a power level of light collected within each
of the plurality of light sensors.

36. The method according to claim 35 wherein light
collected within a light sensor comprises a reflected portion
of a modulated signal.

37. The method according to claim 35 wherein light
collected within a light sensor comprises a refracted portion
of a modulated signal.

38. The method according to claim 36 further comprising
the steps:

a. converting the power level light collected in each of the
light sensors to a digital value, and

b. using the digital value in a controller used to control the
first pixel.

39. The method according to claim 34 further comprising
the steps:

a. channeling a plurality of collected portions of reflected
signals into a wavelength multiplexer; and

b. combining the plurality of collected portions of the
reflected signals reaction signals into a multiplexed
output signal.

* * * * *


